THE BUSINESS APPLICATION – AN IOT
SOFTWARE SUITE TO CONNECT PRODUCTS
TO CUSTOMERS’ BUSINESS
Solair started in Italy in 2011 with the observation that
enterprise software severely lagged behind consumer
software in affordability and simplicity. They have worked
with customers in many industries including smart cities,
manufacturing, industrial machinery and retail. Solair has
recently begun to expand to do business mainly in Japan,
Germany and the United States.
“There are still many companies that don’t completely
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were asking us for help on the hardware side,” said Casani.
“We began to integrate an IoT Gateway in addition to
software to help our customers from start to finish as they
build an IoT application that collects data from the edge and
brings it to the cloud.”

THE OPEN SOURCE FRAMEWORK FOR IOT ECLIPSE KURA
After a long process of looking at several embedded
frameworks both commercial and open source, Solair chose
Eclipse Kura as the standard framework for their IoT Gateway.
The IoT Gateway is designed on top of a low-power, ARMbased Freescale processor and Davide De Cesaris, Technical
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Project Manager, Solair, said, “Kura is perfect for this kind of
embedded application.”
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Solair also likes being part of the Eclipse Kura open
source community. “We are an active part of the
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Eclipse community and we see a lot of interest
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edge to their cloud platform via the IoT Gateway.
They have used the standard Kura bundles to collect
data via Modbus, CAN bus and other protocols and
have also developed custom bundles for some

around our projects from personal and business
partners,” said De Cesaris. “There are lots of new
needs with other important players in the IoT
market, which is a great benefit.”
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